Abstract. Currently statistical and artificial neural network methods dominate in data mining applications. Alternative relational (symbolic) data mining methods have shown their effectiveness in robotics, drug design, and other areas. Neural networks and decision tree methods have serious limitations in capturing relations that may have a variety of forms. Learning systems based on symbolic first-order logic (FOL) representations capture relations naturally. The learned regularities are understandable directly in domain terms that help to build a domain theory. This paper describes relational data mining methodology and develops it further for numeric data such as financial and spatial data. This includes (1) comparing the attribute-value representation with the relational representation, (2) defining a new concept of joint relational representations, (3) a process of their use, and Discovery algorithm. This methodology handles uniformly the numerical and interval forecasting tasks as well as classification tasks. It is shown that Relational Data Mining (RDM) can handle multiple constrains, initial rules and background knowledge very naturally to reduce the search space in contrast with attribute-based data mining. Theoretical concepts are illustrated with examples from financial and image processing domains.
Introduction
Historically, methods based on attribute-value languages (AVLs) have been most popular in applications of learning algorithms. One of the reasons is that in many areas training data are naturally described by attributes of individual entities such as stock prices or pixel intensities. Sometimes the actual values of X and Y are not available or not accurate and relation Price(X) > Price (Y) or Intensity(X) > Intensity(Y) is the only data available. Well-known, relatively simple and efficient neural networks and decision trees methods are typical examples of methods based on AVLs. However, these methods have serious limitations in capturing relations. Learning systems based on symbolic first-order logic (FOL) representations capture relations naturally. These methods have been successfully applied to many problems in chemistry, physics, medicine and other fields [4-6, 10-11, 18, 34, 39-41] . It was stated in these publications that the results obtained with relational methods using real industrial or environmental data are better than with any other known approach, with or without machine learning. Such tasks as mesh design, mutagenicity, and river water quality exemplifies successful applications. Domain specialists appreciate that the learned regularities are understandable directly in domain terms. Financial and spatial applications can specifically benefit from these methods. It is noted in [17] that lack of comprehension causes concern about the credibility of the result when neural networks are applied to risky domains, such as patient care and financial investment.
Traditionally, FOL methods were pure deterministic techniques, which originated in logic programming. There are well-known problems with deterministic methodshandling data with a significant level of noise. This is especially important for financial and spatial data, which typically have a very high level of noise. To utilize advantages of human-readable forecasting rules produced in relational data mining, logical relations (predicates) should be developed for financial and spatial problems. These predicates should be interpretable in ordinary financial and spatial terms like stock prices, interest rates, trading days, pixel RGB colors, intensities, and so on. In this way, relational methods can produce valuable understandable rules in addition to the forecast.
Using this technique a specialist can evaluate the performance of the forecast and discovery as well as a forecasting rule. Hybridizing the pure logical relational data mining methods with a probabilistic approach ("probabilistic laws") has many advantages. Such hybrid methods use probabilities over logical formulas [7, 14, 21, 24, 29, 30, 36, 54, 56, 57] . The Discovery method is one of the few Hybrid Probabilistic Relational Data Mining methods developed and applied to financial data.
Below we outline the FOL approach and describe a new hybrid relational and probabilistic technique that handles numerical data efficiently. Traditional data mining methods focus on classification tasks. Relational data mining conceptually can handle (1) classification, (2) interval and (3) numerical forecasting tasks with noise uniformly. We advocate relational learning mechanisms, which combine advantages of rule induction, analytical learning and statistical paradigms such as statistical significance, explanatory power and a highly-expressive language. Specifically rule induction and analytical methods have strong capabilities for explaining discovered patterns, statistical methods ensure reliability of these patterns and the analytical methods use a highly expressive language (first-order predicate language) to ensure that complex patterns will not be overlooked.
The emphasis of our study is on development of numerical relational methods including relational representation of numeric data. How can one move from a real numerical measurement to a first-order logic representation? This is a non-trivial task [32] . For example, how does one represent temperature measurement in terms of first-order logic without losing the essence of the attribute (temperature in this case) and without inputting unnecessary conventional properties? For instance, Fahrenheit and Celsius zeros of temperature are arbitrary conventions in contrast with the Kelvin scale where zero is the lowest possible temperature (the physical zero). Therefore, incorporating properties of the Fahrenheit zero into first-order rules may force us to discover/learn properties of this convention along with more significant scale invariant forecasting rules. Learning algorithms in the space with those kinds of arbitrary properties may be very time consuming and may produce inappropriate rules.
We use the relational data mining (RDM) term, RDM, in parallel with the earlier terms Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) and First Order Logic (FOL) methods to emphasize the goal --discovering relations. The terms ILP and FOL reflect the technique for discovering relations --logic programming and FOL. In particular, discovering relational regularities can be done without logical inference and in languages of higher order. Therefore, we define Relational Data Mining as Discovering hidden relations (general logic relations) in numerical and symbolic data using background knowledge.
FOL systems have a mechanism to represent background financial and spatial knowledge in human-readable and understandable form. Obviously, understandable rules have advantages over forecast and discovery without explanations. One of the major obstacles to more effective use of the FOL methods is their limited facility for handling numerical data. This is one of the active topics of modern RDM research [4] .
There are two types of numerical data in data mining:
• the numerical target variable and • numerical attributes used to describe objects and discover patterns. Traditionally FOL methods solve only classification tasks without direct operations on numerical data. The Discovery method handles an interval forecast of numeric variables with continuous values like prices along with solving classification tasks. In addition, Discovery handles numerical time series using the first-order logic technique, which is not typical for ILP and FOL applications.
Statistical significance is another challenge for deterministic methods. Statistically significant rules have an advantage in comparison with rules tested only for their performance on training and test data [33] . Training and testing data can be too limited and/or not representative. If rules rely only on them then there are more chances that these rules will not deliver a correct forecast on other data. This is a difficult problem for any data mining method and especially for deterministic methods including deterministic ILP. We address this problem in Section 6. Intensive studies are being conducted for incorporating a probabilistic mechanism into ILP [18, 38] .
Knowledge Representation is an important and informal initial step in relational data mining. In attribute-based methods, the attribute form of data actually dictates the form of knowledge representation. Relational data mining has more options for knowledge representation. For example, attribute-based information should be transformed into the first order logic form. This knowledge includes much more than only values of attributes. There are many ways to represent knowledge in the first order logic language. One of them can skip important information; another one can hide it. Therefore, data mining algorithms may work too long to "dig" relevant information or even may produce inappropriate rules. Introducing data types [15] and concepts of representative measurement theory [31, 47] into the knowledge representation process helps to address this representation problem. In fact the measurement theory developed a wide set of data types, which cover data types used in [15] .
It is well known that the general problem of rule generating and testing is NPcomplete [22] . Therefore, the discussion above is closely related to the following questions. What determines the number of rules? When do we stop generating rules? The number of hypotheses is another important parameter. It has already been mentioned that RDM with first order rules allows one to express naturally a large variety of general hypotheses, not only the relation between pairs of attributes. These more general rules can be used for classification problems as well as for an interval forecast of a continuous variable. RDM algorithms face exponential growth in the number of combinations of predicates to be tested. A mechanism to decrease this set of combinations is needed. Section 6 addresses these issues using a data type system and the representative measurement theory approach. Type systems and measurement theory approaches provide better ways to generate only meaningful hypotheses using syntactic information. A probabilistic approach also naturally addresses knowledge discovery in situations with incomplete or incorrect domain knowledge. In this way the individual training cases are not generalized beyond the limits of statistically significant rules.
Examples
Examples in this section illustrate (1) attribute-value object representation vs. relational representation, (2) first order logic rules with one and two arguments, (3) the difference between IF-Then first-order logic rules and more traditional IF-Then propositional logic rules, (4) multi-attribute object representation vs. joint relational representation, and (5) steps of data mining based on joint relational data representation. These examples are derived from financial and image processing domains. Table 1 illustrates an attribute-value object representation. The first two lines represent some objects from a training data set. The last line represents an object without a value for the target attribute. The target value needs to be predicted for this object, i.e., stock price for the next day, 01.05.99. Each attribute-value pair can also be written as a name of an attribute and its value. 
Example 1: attribute-value object representation vs. relational representation for data mining

StockPrice(t+1)>StockPrice(t) and Greater(StockTradeVolume(t),StockTradeVolume(t-1)).
Special preprocessing is needed to create additional attributes, such as
StockUp(t) = Greater(StockPrice(t), StockPrice(t-1)).
In logic terms attributes StockUp(t) and VolumeUp(t) are monadic (unary) predicates (Boolean functions with only one argument). Adding relations like
Greater(StockTradeVolume(t),StockTradeVolume(t-i))
with 2, 3, ...i days ahead to the set of attributes creates a huge set of relations. The first order language differs from a propositional logic language mainly by the presence of variables. Therefore, a language of monadic functions and predicates is a first order logic language, but a very restricted language. A language of monadic functions and predicates was not designed to represent relations that involve two, three or more objects. The domain (background) knowledge that can be used in the learning process of attribute-value methods is of a very restricted form. Moreover, other relations from a database cannot be used in the learning process if they are not incorporated into a single attribute-value table [11] .
Example 2: first-order rules vs. propositional rules
There is a lot of confusion about the difference between logical attribute-value methods and relational methods. At first glance, they do the same thing --produce "IF-Then" rules and use logical expressions. Dzeroski [11] presented a fragment of a relational database for the potential customers of an enterprise to illustrate the difference. The last rule is much more meaningful than the first two formal rules. Rules 1 and 2 are discovered in an isolated file (table 2), but rule 3 is discovered using two files simultaneously. Table 2 represents a single relation in relational database terms. Table 3 represents another single relation. To find regularity involving records from both tables we need to use more expressive first-order language. Mathematically, first order languages generate such relations with two, three and more variables. This explains the origin of another name used for relational data mining -multi-relational data mining.
Example 3: multiattribute object representation vs. joint relational representation
The example below illustrates multi attribute-value object representation vs. joint spatial/spectral/temporal relational representation in spatial domain. The numeric data representation carries relations between pixels implicitly, but relational representation carries them explicitly. Traditional numeric representation of imagery (raster representation) can be more compact than relational representation. Therefore, relations are not stored but computed as needed from imagery raster data. There is also an opposite effect when the "native" data representation is relational (see Table 3 ). In this case, conversion from relations to multi-attribute form can generate a much larger representation of the same data.
Implicit representation of relations has its fundamental drawback. The implicit relations that occur in imagery data and relations used by a particular KDD&DM method can mismatch. It can be difficult to see mismatch for relations presented only implicitly. As a result, data mining discoveries and forecasts may have no interpretation in the domain. Specifically neural network based stock market forecast has no explanation beyond a possible good interpolation of the historic stock data.
The fundamental challenge is invention of both meaningful and useful relations from noisy numeric data because not every meaningful relation is useful and not every useful relation is meaningful.
In image processing and spatial domain typical data are 2-D images, 3-D scenes, video (a set of n 2-D frames), and multidimensional cube of multispectral data (a set of n 2-D images). These data have both spectral and spatial relations of the pixels. The link between these relations should not be lost in modeling. These relations should not be separated to independent spectral and spatial components. Relations below carry such integrity.
Let p=(x,y,s) be a pixel at the location (x,y) with a spectral characteristic s=s(p), where s is scalar for panchromatic images (pixel intensity) and a vector for multispectral images. Predicate PC( I ) denotes that image I is a panchromatic, predicate CO( I ) means that I is color image, and MS(I) means that I is multispectral cube. We define several "Between" and "Edge" relations for any three pixels, p 1 , p 2 , and p 3 in the image I that are located in the same straight line. See Table 4 . The relations that we defined in Tables 4  and 5 are relative spectral/spatial/temporal relations that are invariant to measurement units and distances.
The experimental base for these relations is eye gaze motion lines recorded in many experiments. An experiment can be designed to discover experimentally actual joint relations captured by a human eye. There are also opportunities to base joint relations on retina modeling research and measurements [19] . Specifically it can help to set up axioms (that can cut search time) for edge detection or invariance property of the joint relation due to impact of shadows, shading and highlights transforms. If these impacts are monotone then they do not change many relations we defined in tables 4 and 5. Otherwise nonmonotone shading effects applied to our relations can help to find image areas modified by shading that can be used for edge detection. 3 ) is only spatial relation. We can compute its value without knowing spectral characteristics of pixels p 1 ,p 2 and p 3 . For short, we will call a joint spectral/spatial relation a spatiospectral relation. For 3-D scenes all relations are modified -each pixel p is substituted by 3D volume element (voxels) v in Table 4 . Similarly, for multispectral imagery (cube) each pixel p is substituted by multidimensional element m =(x,y,s 1 ,s 2 ,…,s n ), where (x,y) is a location of the element and s i is a spectral value for band m i . Table 5 presents the second level of joint relations, i.e., relations on sets of pixels not only individual pixels. These relations can be used to learn and discover edges in different parts of the image I. For dynamic 3-D scenes all relations are modified -each pixel p is substituted by 3D volume element (voxels) v in Table 6 . Similarly, for multispectral imagery (cube) each pixel p is substituted by a multidimensional element m = (x,y,s 1 ,s 2 ,…,s n ), where (x,y) is a location of the element and s i is a spectral value for band m i . Alternatively, for multispectral imagery time t is substituted by a spectral band 
D is an edge (a set of edge pixels) for a set of pixels S based on all available information including human edge detection skills. Change of spatiospectral edge relation from time t 1 to time t 2 for pixels p 1 ,p 2 and p 3 .
SSE(D,I) identifies all changed edges D in image I between t 1 , and t 2 .
In summary, the data type for still images, static 3D scenes and multispectral imagery includes relations defined above: RDT=RelationalDataType = 〈LB, SB, SH, SL, LBSB, LBSH, LBSL, E, Edge, ET, ETLB〉.
These relations are augmented by relations CSSE and LBSH for motion imagery, dynamic 3D scenes and multispectral imagery. The relational data mining approach can use any relations listed in Tables 4-6 . Many other relations can be generated from imagery, but joint spectral/spatial/temporal relations have important advantages. They are at the low level and can be easily computed. In contrast, a high level spatial only relations such as "at", "nearby", "in the vicinity", and "far away" are difficult to interpret exactly and compute.
The relations based solely on qualities such as distance, size, volume, spatial order and time have no direct reference to spectral relations. Pure spatial relations abstract and separate spatial relations from pixel intensities in images and scenes. These abstraction skills are learned in the early childhood and are critical for human conscious visual and analytical reasoning. In this way, human natural unconscious abilities to percept joint spectral/spatial relations are augmented. But the computer vision systems has nothing to augment, it fundamentally lacks human natural capabilities to process joint relations.
In Table 4 , relations LBSB, LBSH and LBSL are proposed to reconstruct some joint spatiospectral relations. In addition, these relations with three arguments capture properties of the images deeper than relations between only two pixels or properties of individual pixels. The next step to capture even deeper properties of the images is to generate joint multilevel spectral/spatial/temporal relations (data types).
The importance of joint relations has been recognized in the multispectral research and classic mathematical morphology theory was used as a tool [59] , however it was stated in [59] that most available attempts are based on the consideration of spectral information separately from spatial information, and thus the two types of information are not treated simultaneously. A relatively common approach to integration is computing spatiospectral frequencies and distributions. This approach generalizes spectral values relative to their locations, but does not capture individual relations explicitly. We model actual joint relations not generalized frequencies and use probabilities on relations not raw data to model the effect of noise and other factors.
Steps of data mining based on joint relational data representation for edge detection
Having training data (images) relational data mining approach can learn an algorithm of how to detect edges. Ideally, the learning should produce an algorithm to classify pixels as clear edges, noisy edges and no edges. The advantage of such automatic learning approach is that it avoids manual design of an edge detection algorithm. This is its fundamental advantage over modern manual design of edge detections algorithms. It discovers an algorithm automatically instead of manually designing it. Potentially an automatic approach based on joint spectral/spatial relations can rediscover known edge detection algorithms and mimic human edge detection process. The relational learning has an advantage over edge learning based on an assemble of the neural networks [3] because of abilities to interpret the discovery and check its validity conceptually beyond acceptable accuracy on specific test images that are always limited.
The process of automatic relational discovery of an edge detection algorithm can be as follows:
Step 1: Identify training and testing data (images, {I training }, {I testing }) and their data types (relations on data, RDT)
Step 2. Identify the target relation/predicate from RDT. For the edge detection problem, it is E(p), that is human detected edge pixels "ground truth" (see Table 4 ).
Step 2: Learn E(p) using some relations P={P i } from RDT, that is discover a rule/algorithm R edge
The learning starts from testing shortest hypotheses that contain only individual relations P i P i ⇒ E(p) More relations are added from set P to the if-part of the rule if the hypothesis failed or cannot be improved on training and testing images in the statistical test. Search for a rule is shortened by eliminating some input data to be tested. It is done by using RDT axioms such as:
We do not need to test LBSB(p 3 ,p 2 ,p 1 ) in the rule if for LBSB(p 1 ,p 2 ,p 3 ) rule was already satisfied. The first axiom is a commutativity axiom for p 1 and p 3 . The second one states that if p is on the edge in a panchromatic image I then pixels p 1 and p 3 should exist on a line with p 2 such that their intensity is less then the intensity of p 2 . Note that in the axiom 2 we cannot reverse the implication because SH is only necessary but insufficient condition to be able to identify edge pixels. Table 7 presents some hypotheses of a rule (an algorithm) for edge detection. These hypotheses can be tested on images by using relational data mining methods. 3 is not edge pixel, because it is between two edge pixels. For instance, for a wide road, only pixels that identify shoulders of road are edge pixels, but internal road pixels are not edge pixels.
If pixel p 2 is in the edge between p 1 and p 2 according to LBSH and no pixels in between p 1 and p 2 then p 2 is an edge pixel.
The further work in this area can be to restore spatial relations using spectral relations in a jigsaw puzzle, where global spatial relations are lost, but local are available and the goal is to restore global spatial relations using every local ones. The typical approach again is based on frequencies of the individual numerical value not relations. Relational approach has advantages over this one.
The next step of integration of spectral/spatial/temporal relations audio/text relations is adding relations of image audio and text annotations for an image, video or a multispectral data cube. This subject is closely related to the emerging multimedia relational data mining [52] .
Relational data mining paradigm
As we discussed in the previous section, attribute-value languages are quite restrictive in inducing relations between different objects explicitly. Therefore, richer languages were proposed to express relations between objects and to operate with objects more complex than a single tuple of attributes. Lists, sets, graphs and composite types exemplify complex objects. These more expressive languages belong to the class of first order logic languages (see definitions in [49, 11, 34] ). These languages support variables, relations, and complex expressions. FOL methods can discover regularities using several tables (relations) in a database, such as Tables 3 and 4 , but the propositional approach requires creating a single table, called a universal relation (relation in the sense of relational databases) [11] .
Relational data mining methods should be able to solve numerical and interval forecasting tasks along with classification tasks such as presented above. This requires modifying the concept of positive and negative training examples E+ and E-and modifying the concept of deriving (inferring) training examples from background knowledge and a predicate. A relational algorithm, called Discovery is able to solve numerical and interval forecasting tasks. This algorithm operates with a set of training examples E. Each example is amended with a target value like is done in Table 2 , where attribute #3 is a target attribute--stock price for the next day. This is a numerical value. There is no need for Discovery to make this target discrete to get a classification task. Therefore, more generally, a deterministic relational data mining (DRDM) mechanism is designed for forecasting tasks, including classification, interval and numerical forecasting. Similar to the definition for classification tasks, for general deterministic RDM background knowledge B is expressed as:
• a set of predicate definitions,
• training examples E expanded with target values T (nominal or numeric), and • set of hypotheses {Gk} expressed in terms of predicate definitions. Using this background knowledge a RDM system will construct a set of predicate logic formulas {H i } such that: the target forecast for all the examples in E can be logically derived from B and the appropriate H i . Example 3. Let us consider Rule 2 discovered from Table 2 . 6 , we may conclude that although this inequality is true and is derived from table 2 it is not a statistically significant conclusion. It may be a property of a training sample, which is too small. Therefore, it is risky to rely on statistically insignificant forecasting rules to derive this inequality.
IF Greater(StockPrice(t), StockPrice(t-1)) AND Greater(StockTradeVolume(t) StockTradeVolume(t-1)) THEN StockPrice(t+1)>StockPrice(t)
Theory of RDM
Data types in relational data mining
A data type (type for short) in modern object-oriented programming (OOP) languages is a rich data structure, 〈A,P,F〉. It consists of elements A={a 1 ,a 2 ,...a n }, relations between elements P={P 1 ,P 2 ,...P m } and meaningful operations with elements F={F 1 ,F 2 ,...,F k }. Operations may include two, three or more elements, e.g., c = a # b, where # is an operation on elements a and b producing element c. This definition of data type formalizes the concept of a single-level data type. For instance, a single-level graph structure ("stock price" data type) can be created with nodes reflecting individual stock prices and edges reflecting relations between stock prices (<, =, >). These graph structures (values of the data type) can be produced for each trading day --StPr(1), StPr(2),..., StPr(t) -generating a time series of graph structures.
A multilevel data type can be defined by considering each element a i from A as a composite data structure (data type) instead of as an atom. To introduce a multilevel stock price data type, stocks are grouped into categories such as high-tech, banking and so on. Then relations (<, =, >) between the average prices of these groups are defined. Traditional attribute-value languages operate with much simpler single-level data types. Implicitly, each attribute in attribute-value languages reflects a type, which can take a number of possible values. These values are elements of A. For instance, attribute "date" has 365 (366) elements from 01.01.99 to 12.31.99. There are several meaningful relations and operations with dates: <, =, >, and middle(a,b). For instance, the operation middle(a,b) produces the middle date c=01.05.99 for inputs a=01.03.99 and b=01.07.99. It is common in attribute-value languages that a data type such as a date is given as an implicit data type (see example 4 below). Usually in AVLs, relations P and operations F are not expressed explicitly. However, such data types can be embedded explicitly into attribute-value languages.
Example 4. Let us consider data type "trading weekdays", where a set of elements A consists of {Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri}. We may code these days as {1,2,3,4,5} and introduce a distance ρ(a,b)=|a-b| between them using these numeric codes. For instance, ρ(Mon,Tue)=ñ(1,2)=|1-2|=1 and ρ(Fri,Mon) = ρ(5,1)=|5-1|=4. The last distance is natural if both Friday and Monday belong to the same week, but if Monday belongs to the next week it would be more reasonable to assign ρ(Fri,Mon)=1, because Monday is the next trading day after Friday. This is a property of cyclical scales. Different properties of cyclical scales are studied in representative measurement theory [31] . The "trading weekdays" data type is a cyclical data type. This distance has several properties, which are unusual for distances. For instance, it is possible that ρ(a,b) ≠ ρ(b,a), Let us assume that weekday a always precedes weekday b. Under this assumption ρ(Fri,Mon) means a distance between current Friday and Monday next week, but ρ(Mon,Fri) means a distance between Mon and Fri during the same week. In this example, the requirement that a precedes b was not defined explicitly. In [26, 27] we studied cyclical scales and suggested numeric and binary coding schemes preserving this property for a variety of cyclical scales.
A new strongly typed programming language Escher was developed to meet this challenge [15] . The Escher language is an important tool, which allows users to incorporate a variety of explicit data types developed in representative measurement theory into the programming environment. On the other hand, RDM can be successfully implemented using common languages like Pascal and C ++ [56] [57] .
Relational representation of examples
Relational representation of examples is the key to relational data mining. If examples are already given in this form, relational methods can be applied directly. For attributebased examples, this is not the case. We need to express attribute-based examples and their data types in relational form. There are two major ways to express attribute-based examples using predicates: (1) generate predicates for each value and (2) use projection functions (see below). Table 8 presents an attribute-based data example for a stock. Generating predicates for each value. To express stock price $54.60 from Table 8 in predicate form, we may generate predicate P546(x), such that P546(x) = true if and only if the stock price is equal to $54.60. In this way, we would be forced to generate about 1000 predicates if prices are expressed from $1 to $100 with a $0.10 step. In this case, the ILP problem will be intractable. Moreover, the stock price data type has not yet been presented with the P546(x) predicate. Therefore, additional relations to express this data type should be introduced. For example, it can be a relation between predicates P546(x) and P478(x), expressing a property that stock price 54.6 is greater than 47.8. To avoid this problem and to constrain the hypothesis language for RDM, the projection function was introduced [15] . This concept is described below.
Representation of background knowledge. ILP systems use two sorts of background knowledge: objects and relations between those objects. For example, objects are named by constants a,b,c and relations are expressed using these names, P(a,b)=true and P(c,b)=false. Use of constants is not very helpful because normally names do not carry properties of objects useful for faster data mining. In the approach suggested in [15] , this is avoided. An object is "named" by the collection of all of its characteristics (terms).
For instance, term representation of stock information on 01.04.1999 can be written as follows:
StockDate(w)=01.04.1999 & StockPrice(w)=$54.60 & StockVolume(w)=3,067,540 & StockWeekday(w)=Mon & StockEvent(w)="new product".
Here StockPrice is a projection function which outputs stock prices (value of StockPrice attribute). Only naming of subterms is needed. This representation of objects (examples) is convenient for adding new information about an object (e.g., data types) and localizing information. For instance, subterm "StockEvent" permits one to localize such entities as reported profit, new products, competitor activity, and government activity. In the example above the following data types are used:
• 
new product).
Notice that when using projection functions in addition to predicates it is possible, without the use of variables, to represent relational information such as the equality of the values of two attributes. E.g., projection function StockEvent together with the equality relation (=) are equivalent to predicate SameEvent(w,x):
SameEvent(w,x) StockEvent(x)=StockEvent(w).
Thus, the distinction between different propositional and first-order learning tasks depends in part on the representation formalism.
Strongly typed languages. FOL systems use types to provide labels attached to logical variables. However, these are not the data type systems found in modern programming languages. All available literals in the Prolog language will be considered for inclusion if a naive refinement operator is used for Prolog [15] . These authors developed a new strongly typed ILP language, Escher, which employs a complex data type system and restricts the set of hypotheses by ruling out many useless hypotheses. The Discovery method (Section 4) employs another way to incorporate data types into data mining by adding a data type structure (relational system) into the background knowledge. Such a relational system is based on representative measurement theory.
Complex data types and selector functions. Each data type is associated with a relational system, which includes: (1) cardinality, (2) permissible operations with data type elements, and (3) permissible relations between data type elements.
In turn, each data type element may consist of its own subelements with their types. Selector functions [15] serve for extracting subterms from terms. Without selector functions, the internal structure of the type could not be accessed. Projection for selecting the i-th attribute requires the tuple type and a list of components (attributes) of the tuple. A list of components (attributes) requires the length of the list and the set of types of components.
The number of hypotheses. The most important feature of strongly typed languages is that they not only restrict possible values of variables, but also more importantly constrain the hypothesis language. Table 9 summarizes information about data type features supported by different languages: ordinary attribute-based languages, attribute-based languages with types, firstorder logic languages with types and ILP languages based on Prolog. This table is based on analysis from [15] . Strongly typed languages for numerical data are especially important for financial and spatial applications with prevailing numeric data.
Single Argument Constraints. Consider an example, the term stock(A,B,C,D,E) has a type definition of stock(price, volume, date, weekday, event). Having this type definition, testing rules with arguments such as (25.7, 90000, 01.04.99, 67.3, new product) is avoided because 67.3 does not belong to weekday type. Thus, this typing information is a useful simple form of background knowledge. Algorithms FOCL and Discovery take advantage of typing information. On the other hand, the well-known FOIL algorithm does not use type constraints to eliminate literals from consideration. More generally, let {T i } be the types of already used arguments {x i } in predicate P. Predicate P should be tested for different sequences of arguments. If the type T i of the already used i-th argument of P contradicts the type of a new i-th argument suggested for testing P, then the testing of the sequence which involves this new argument can be eliminated. This is a correct procedure only if a predicate is completely localized, i.e., only one type of argument is allowed for y i . It is the case for the predicate Greater_dates, but it is not for the original predicate Greater defined for any items. This consideration shows that typing information improves background knowledge in two ways: (1) adding predicates and clauses about data types themselves and (2) refining and adding predicates and clauses about objects (examples). In such situations, typing can in the best case exponentially reduce the search space [15] . FOCL algorithm illustrates the benefit of typing. FOCL algorithm tested 3240 units and 242,982 tuples using typing as compared to 10,366 units and 820,030 tuples without typing. This task contained [44] :
• learning a predicate with six variables of different types and • 641 randomly selected training examples (233 positive and 408 negative training examples). Typing is very useful for data mining tasks with limited training data, because it can improve the accuracy of the hypothesis produced without enlarging the data set. However, this effect of typing is reduced as the number of examples increases [15, 44] .
Existential variables. The following hypothesis illustrates existential variables:
IF (there exists stock w such that StockEvent(x)=StockEvent(w)) AND (Some other statement) THEN StockPrice(x)>StockPrice(w)
The variable w is called existential variables. The number of existential variables like w and z provides one of the measurements of the complexity of the learning task. Usually the search for regularities with existential variables is a computational challenge.
First-order logic and rules
A predicate is defined as a binary function or a subset of a set D=D 1 ×D 2 ×…×D n , where D 1 can be a set of stock prices at moment t=1 and D 2 can be stock price at moment t=2 and so on. Predicates can be defined extensionally, as a list of tuples for which the predicate is true, or intensionally, as a set of (Horn) clauses for computing whether the predicate is true. Let stock(t) be a stock price at t, and consider the predicate UpDown(stock(t), stock(t+1), stock(t+2)), which is true if stock goes up from date t to date t+1 and goes down from date t+1 to date t+2. This predicate is presented extensionally in the last column in Table 10 . It also can be presented intensionally using two other predicates Up and Down:
where Up(stock(t),stock(t+1)) Stock(t+1) ≥ Stock(t), and Down(stock(t),stock(t+1)) Stock(t) ≤ Stock(t+1). (A 1 A 2 ...A t ∨ B 1 B 2 ...B t ) . A ktuple, a functional expression, and a term are the next concepts used in relational approach. A finite sequence of k constants, denoted by 〈a 1 ,...,a k 〉 is called a k-tuple of constants. Constants are used as arguments in A i and B i . A function applied to k-tuples is called a functional expression. A term is a constant, variable or functional expression. Examples of terms are given in table 11. A k-tuple of terms can be constructed as a sequence of k terms. These concepts are used to define the concept of atom. An atom is a predicate symbol applied to a k-tuple of terms. For example, a predicate symbol P can be applied to 2-tuple of terms (v,w), producing an atom P(v,w) of arity 2. If P is predicate ">" (greater), v=StockPrice(x) and w=StockPrice(y) are two terms then they produce an atom: StockPrice(x) > StockPrice(y), that is, price of stock x is greater than price of stock y. Predicate P uses two terms v and w as its arguments. The number two is the arity of this predicate. If a predicate or function has k arguments, the number k is called arity of the predicate or function symbol. By convention, function and predicate symbols are denoted by Name/Arity. Functions may have variety of values, but predicates may have only Boolean values true and false. The meaning of the rule for a k-arity predicate is the set of ktuples that satisfy the predicate. A tuple satisfies a rule if it satisfies one of the Horn clauses that define the rule. A unary (monadic) predicate is a predicate with arity 1. For example, NASDAQ(x) is unary predicate. Predicates defined by a collection of examples are called extensionally defined predicates, and predicates defined by a rule are called intensionally defined predicates. If predicates defined by rules then inference based on these predicates can be explained in terms of these rules. Similarly, the extensionally defined predicates correspond to the observable facts (or the operational predicates) [34] . A collection of intensionally defined predicates is also called domain knowledge or domain theory. Statements about a particular stock MSFT for a particular trading day can be written as:
A literal is a predicate A or its negation (¬A
StockPrice(MSFT) > 83, NASDAQ(MSFT), TradeVolume(MSFT)=24,229,000.
Background knowledge
Arguments constraints and skipping useless hypotheses
Background knowledge fulfills a variety of functions in the data mining process. One of the most important is reducing the number of hypotheses to be tested to speed up learning and make this process tractable. There are several approaches to reduce the size of the hypothesis space. Below two of them are presented. They use constraints on arguments of predicates from background knowledge B. The difference is that the first approach uses constraints on a single argument and the second one uses constraints on several arguments of a predicate defined in B. The first approach called typing approach is based on information about individual data types of arguments of a predicate. For instance, suppose only an integer can be the first argument of predicate P and only the date (M/D/Y) can be the second argument of this predicate. It would be wasteful to test hypotheses with the following typing P(date, integer), P(integer, integer) and P(date, integer). The only one correct type here is P(integer, date). The second approach is called inter-argument constraints approach. For example, predicate Equal(x,x) is always true if both arguments are the same. Similarly, it is possible that for some predicate P for all x P(x,x)=0. Therefore, testing hypotheses extended by adding Equal(x,x) or P(x,x) should be avoided and the size of the hypothesis space explored can be reduced. The value of inter-argument constraints is illustrated by the experimental fact that the FOCL algorithm, using typing and inter-argument constraints, was able to test 2.3 times less literals and examples than using only typing [44] . Table 12 summarizes properties of the two discussed approaches for reducing the number of hypotheses. All of the variables in one predicate should be different, i.e., a hypothesis should not include predicate P(x,x), but may include P(x,y)
Initial rules and improving search of hypotheses
This section considers another useful sort of background knowledge -a (possibly incorrect) partial initial rule that approximates the concept (rule) to be learned. There are two basic forms of this initial rule: (1) extensional form and (2) intensional form. If a predicate is defined by other predicates, we say the definition is intensional. Otherwise, a predicate given by example is called extensional. It is also possible that background knowledge B contains a predicate in a mixed way partially by examples and partially by other predicates. In general, background knowledge presented in a mixed way reduces the search. [44] .
Learning using initial extensional rule. An expert or another learning system can provide an initial extensional rule [58] . Then this rule (initial concept) is refined by adding clauses [44] :
1. An algorithm computes the criterion of optimality (usually information gain) of each clause in the initial concept. 2. The literal (or conjunction of literals) with the maximum gain is added to the end of the current clause (start clause can be null). 3. If the current clause covers some negative tuples (examples), additional literals are added to rule out the negative tuples. Learning using initial intensional rules. Next, consider domain knowledge defined in terms of extensional and intensional initial predicates. Systems such as CIGOL [38] make use of (or invent) background knowledge of this form. For example, if an extensional definition of the predicate GrowingStock(x,y,z) is not given, it could be defined in terms of the intensional predicate GreaterPrice by:
GrowingStock(x,y,z) ← GreaterPrice(x,y), GreaterPrice(y,z) , where x, y, and z are prices of the stock for days t, t+1, and t+2, respectively.
It is possible that the intensional predicate GrowingStock(x,y,z) added to the hypothesis improves it, but each of predicates GreaterPrice(x,y) and GreaterPrice(y,z) does not improve the hypothesis. Therefore, common search methods may not discover a valuable stock regularity. Pazzani and Kibler [44] suggested that if the literal with the maximum of the optimality criterion (gain) is intensional, then the literal is made extensional and the extensional definition is added to the clause under construction. Note that computation of the optimality criterion, which guides the search, is different for extensional and intensional predicates. For intensional predicates, it is usually involves a Prolog proof. Potentially operationalization can generate very long rules.
Learning using initial intensional and extensional rules. The previous consideration has shown that adding background knowledge can increase the ability of algorithms to find solutions. Table 13 shows an example of partial background knowledge for a stock market forecast. It consists of
• a definition of target predicates Up 2 (x,y), Up 3 (x,y,w), Up 4 (x,y,w,z) with two, three and four arguments to be learned, • typing information about x,y,w and z, • intensional predicate Q 3 (x,y,w) with three arguments to be used for discovering predicate Up 4 (x,y,w,z), and • extensional predicates Monday(t) and Tuesday(t) to be used for discovering Up 4 (x,y,w,z). Table 13 . Partial background knowledge for stock market Definition of target predicate to be learned:
The learning algorithm should learn the predicates Up i , i.e., generate a logical rule combining i arguments such as Stock(t), Stock(t+1),Stock(t+2) and Stock(t+3) This rule assumes that if growth was accelerated from date t to t+2 then the stock will grow further on date t+3. Background knowledge is called extended background knowledge if it includes: (1) extensional knowledge (training examples and extensional predicates), (2) initial rules, and (3) intensional target concept definition.
Pazzani and Kibler [44] found in experiments that extended background knowledge with a correct intensional target definition avoids exhaustive testing every variable of every predicate and increases the speed of the search. In their experiments, a correct extensional definition of the target concept was found by testing only 2.35% of literals needed for rule discovery if the target concept is not provided. However, the same research has shown that extended background knowledge (1) can increase the search space, (2) can decrease the accuracy of the resulting hypothesis, if the background knowledge is partially irrelevant to the task, and (3) can increase the number of training examples required to achieve a given accuracy.
These observations show the need for balancing initial intensional and extensional predicates in background knowledge. One of them can be more accurate and can speed up the search for regularity more than other. Therefore, the following procedure will be more efficient:
(1) Compare accuracy of intensional and extensional knowledge.
(2) Include a more accurate one in the background knowledge. (3) Discover regularities using the most accurate background knowledge from (2). (4) Discover regularities using all background knowledge. The modification of this mechanism includes use of probabilities assigned to all types of background knowledge. There are several ways to combine extensional and intensional knowledge in discovering regularities. One of them is converting initial rules (predicates) into extensional form (operationalize a clause) if it has positive information gain. The extensional predicates are compared to the induced literal with the maximum information gain. This approach is used in the FOIL algorithm. In an explanation-based learning approach, the target concept is assumed a correct, intensional definition of the concept to be learned and the domain knowledge is assumed correct as well. An approach that is more realistic is implemented in algorithms such as FOCL and Discovery. These methods relax the assumption that the target concept and the domain knowledge are correct.
Algorithms
A variety of relational machine learning systems have been developed in recent years [33] . Theoretically, these systems have many advantages. In practice though, the complexity of the language must be severely restricted, reducing their applicability. For example, some systems require that the concept definition be expressed in terms of attribute-value pairs [9, 32] or only in terms of unary predicates [21, 35, 42, 51] . The systems that allow actual relational concept definitions (e.g., OCCAM [43] , IOE [16] , ML-SMART [2] ) place strong restrictions on the form of induction and the initial knowledge that is provided to the system [44] .
Algorithm FOIL [48] learns constant-free Horn clauses, a useful subset of first-order predicate calculus. Later FOIL was extended to use a variety of types of background knowledge to increase the class of problems that can be solved, to decrease the hypothesis space explored, and to increase the accuracy of learned rules.
Algorithm FOCL [44] uses first order logic and FOIL's information-based optimality metric in combination with background knowledge. This is reflected in its full name --First Order Combined Learner. FOCL has been tested on a variety of problems [45] that includes a domain theory describing when a student loan is required to be repaid [46] . It is well known that the general problem of rule generating and testing is NP-complete [22] . Therefore, we face the problem of designing NP-complete algorithms. There are several related questions. What determines the number of rules to be tested? When should one stop generating rules? What is the justification for specifying particular expressions instead of any other expressions? FOCL, FOIL and Discovery use different stop criteria and different mechanisms to generate rules for testing. MMRD selects rules, which are simplest and consistent with measurement scales [31] for a particular task. The algorithm stops generating new rules when the rules become too complex (i.e., statistically insignificant for the data) in spite of the possibly high accuracy of the rules when applied to training data. The obvious other stop criterion is time limitation. FOIL and FOCL are based on the information gain criterion.
Authors of FOCL draw a number of important conclusions about the complexity of learning rules and the value of different sorts of knowledge. Some of these conclusions are summarized below:
• The branching factor grows exponentially in the arity of the available predicates and the predicate to be learned; • The branching factor grows exponentially in the number of new variables introduced; • The difficulty in learning a rule is linearly proportional to the number of clauses in the rule; • Knowledge about data types provides an exponential decrease for a search necessary to find a rule; • Any method (argument constraints, semantic constraints, typing, symmetry, etc.) that eliminates fruitless paths decreases the search cost and increases the accuracy.
• The uniform evaluation function allows FOCL to tolerate domain theories that are both incorrect and incomplete. A Discovery system contains several extensions over other RDM algorithms. It permits various forms of background knowledge to be exploited. The goal of the Discovery algorithm is to create probabilistic rules in terms of the relations (predicates and literals) defined by a collection of examples and other forms of background knowledge. Discovery as well as FOCL has several advantages over FOIL:
• Limits the search space by using constraints.
• Improves the search of hypotheses by using background knowledge with predicates defined by a rule directly in addition to predicates defined by a collection of examples.
• Improves the search of hypotheses by accepting as input a partial, possibly incorrect rule that is an initial approximation of the predicate to be learned. There are also advantages of MMRD over FOCL:
• Limits the search space by using the statistical significance of hypotheses.
• Limits the search space by using the strength of data types scales.
• Shortens the final discovered rule by using the initial set of hypotheses in intensional form directly (without operationalization). The advantages above represent a way of generalization used in Discovery system. Generalization is the critical issue in applying data-driven forecasting systems. The Discovery method generalizes data through "lawlike" logical probabilistic rules presented in first order logic.
Theoretical advantages of Discovery method generalization are based on previous research presented in [53-57, 26-27, 50, 59 , see the article in this issue]. The original challenge for Discovery system (it was developed in the frame of the original school in Russia "Machine Methods of Discovery Regularities (MMDR)" [59] ) was the simulation of discovering scientific laws from empirical data in chemistry and physics. There is a well-know difference between "black box" models and fundamental models (laws) in modern physics. The latter have much longer life, wider scope, and a solid background. There is a reason to believe that Discovery method caught some important features of discovering these regularities ("laws").
Experimental results
This section presents some examples of use of Discovery system in the prediction of SP500. Comparison of forecasting performance obtained by use of different methods is presented in three tables below. These data show that Discovery outperformed other methods. Discovery system produced 70% and 84%, respectively, correct up-down and down-up forecasts. The first ARIMA model that was selected without any connections with Discovery system produced a correct buy/sell signal in 62.58% of the cases. The simple Markov process model that was identified by using Discovery system search mechanism gave 79.6%. The third model that exploits parameters prompted by rules discovered by Discovery system gave 75.92%.
The most significant advantage of the first order methods and Discovery system, in particular, is that they can forecast directly the sign of the difference in SP500 instead of the value as ARIMA does. ARIMA can generate a sign forecast using a predicted value. The forecast of a value is more complex and available data may not fit for value forecast. The value forecast can be inaccurate and statistically insignificant, but the forecast of the sign can be accurate and statistically significant for the same data. Tables 14  and 15 shows forecast comparison for Discovery system with neural Network and FOIL algorithms. 
Conclusion
In this paper we contrasted attribute-value languages (AVLs) with relational languages based on the deterministic first order logic (FOL) and then with stochastic FOL relational languages. This comparison is provided in general and for financial applications and spatial applications. Relational Data Mining is defined as discovering hidden deterministic or stochastic relations in numerical and symbolic data using background knowledge.
The paper provides examples that illustrate: (1) attribute-value representation vs. relational representation, (2) first order logic rules with one and two arguments, (3) the difference between IF-Then first-order logic rules and more traditional IF-Then propositional logic rules, (4) multiattribute representation vs. joint relational representation, and (5) steps of data mining based on joint relational data representation. These examples are derived from financial, image processing domains. The examples intend to clarify a longterm confusion about the difference between logical attribute-value methods and relational methods.
The relational data-mining paradigm is described. It handles uniformly numerical and interval forecasting tasks as well as classification tasks. This paradigm elaborates a single-level data type concept with a rich data structure that consists of elements, relations between elements (predicates) and meaningful operations with elements. Two major ways to express attribute-based examples using predicates are presented based on the predicate invention concept that includes generation of predicates for each attribute or multiple attributes and use of projection functions. We discussed single argument constraints vs. multiple arguments. It is shown that Relational Data Mining (RDM) can handle multiple constrains, initial rules and background knowledge very naturally to reduce the search space in contrast with attribute-based data mining.
Finally, three RMD algorithms (FOIL, FOCL and Discovery) are compared and successful experiential results with financial data using Discovery system are presented. Discovery system contains several extensions over other RDM algorithms. It exploits various forms of background knowledge, estimates of statistical significance of hypotheses, and the relative strength of data type scales.
